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physical f itness might well improve
the health of an entire family.
El izabeth Slaymaker, MD
UPMC St Margaret
Pi ttsburgh, Pa
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More on Family
Medicine “Bashing”

To the Editor :
I  imagine that most family phy-

sicians have experienced the hos-
tile environment documented by
Campos-Outcalt et al1 not only as
students but also as residents and
continuing on into their practices as
well.

I  have always found it curious
that the same aspersi ons are not
usually applied to the discipline of
emergency medicine as well. After
all, the breadth of knowledge re-
quired is almost identical. Could it
be because ER physicians do not
compete directly with other special-
ties? Or is it that medical school
faculty are too insecure to admit that
any primary care physician might
be more intellectually adept than
someone confined by the Ivory
Tower?
Neal Devi tt, MD
Northern New Mexico Fami ly
Practice Residency
Santa Fe, NM
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Many Factors Involved
in Career Selection

To the Editor :
I  read with interest the article by

Hill-Sakurai et al1 on the effect of
preclinical courses with family phy-
sicians on career selection. We had
done an earlier study that had es-
sentially the same findings. As we
noted in that study, probably the
career decision process has so many
factors that a reducti onistic ap-
proach of looking at the impact of
any one factor, whether it’s a physi-
cal diagnosis course or other pre-
clinical courses, will simply not
show any substantial effect.2 De-
spite the lack of firm evidence, it
seems reasonable to maintain as
much involvement as possible in all
preclinical medical courses.
John W. Beasley, MD
University of Wisconsin
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The Family in
Family Medicine

To the Editor :
 One doesn’t enter without trepi-

dati on into debate wi th di sti n-
guished leaders in our f ield such as
Frey1 and those associated with the
paper by Goldschmidt and Willard
in the same issue.2 Nonetheless, I
would like to submit that our spe-
cialty name, “family medicine,”  is
a good one because we care for all
members of the family. That we
don’t often care for families as a
uni t is not important. I  say this hav-
ing had three of my patients from
the same family in my off ice for an
hour yesterday, a Saturday, work-
ing on some issues of dynamics and
stress and boundary setting. Though
admittedly this i s not what I do
mostly, I should add that this di-
vorced mom and her two teenaged
daughters trusted me with personal
matters because I have provided
medical care to all of them for years.

 Although Dr Frey has some
positive thoughts about general
practitioners he has seen in other
countries, the ones I ’ve seen dur-
ing my 13 years of teaching and
practicing in developing countries
are for the most part entering prac-
tice right out of medical school and
are not nearly as skilled as their re-
sponsibilities require. Their patients
would be better served if they got
more training before entering prac-
tice and then called themselves—
proudly—family physicians.
J. Dennis Mul l , MD, MPH
University of Southern Cali fornia
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